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Nearby Galaxies observations with MIRI 

Abstract: Using unprecedented sensitivity and angular resolution, the Mid-Infrared Instrument (MIRI) for the JWST will offer imaging, coronagraphy, low-resolution slit 
and slitless spectroscopy, as well as integral-field spectroscopy at medium spectral resolution for a wide variety of astronomical programs. 
For observations of nearby galaxies, in particular, MIRI will unveil faint and diffuse structures that cannot be detected with Spitzer or 10-m class ground-based telescopes. 
New details about galactic nuclei, AGN fuelling, stellar populations and gas dynamics and kinematics will be learned. MIRI MRS (IFU) spectroscopy will provide 
access to a wealth of emission lines that can be used as diagnostics for detecting AGN, star formation and extinction, abundances and excitation conditions 
studies. These new capabilities pose some interesting challenges from the observer’s point of view: designing scientific proposals of bright nuclei surrounded by 
circumnuclear star forming regions, gas streams and faint gas emission is challenging, and the observations will have to be carefully planned.  

The MIRI capabilities 
MIRI, built by a consortium of European and US institutions, provides four key scientific functions:  
1. Photometric imaging in 9 bands between 5 µm and 28 µm over a 113x74 arcsec2 FOV (Bouchet et al., 2015). 
2. Coronagraphy in 4 bands between 10 µm and 28 µm (Boccaletti et al., 2015). 
3. Low resolving power (R ∼ 100) spectroscopy between 5 and 12 µm (Kendrew et al., 2015). 
4. Medium resolution (R ∼ 1500 to 3500) integral field spectroscopy (MRS) between 5 and 28.5 µm over a 13 arcsecond2 FOV (Wells et al., 2015). 
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MIRI Observations of Nearby Galaxies 
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        Imaging and IFU Medium Resolution Spectroscopy are the two MIRI modes that will be widely used 
for nearby extragalactic science. Usage example: The Antennae, z=0.005688; 0.118 kpc/”. The Antennae galaxies have two well separated nuclei, many 
sites of merger induced Star Formation and complex kinematics as result of tidal interaction.       
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Usage	  Example	  of	  MIRI:	  MRS	  spectrocopy	  (IFU	  Channel	  1	  depicted	  in	  blue,	  3.7”x3.7”)	  of	  a	  nuclear	  
region	  and	  simultaneous	  imaging	  of	  adjacent	  field.	  

Relevant Emission Lines in the MIRI Spectral Range 
Species Wavelength Ioniz. Pot. Diagnostic 

[FeII] 25.99 µm 7.9 eV Density/SNRs 
[OIV] 25.89 µm 54.9 eV AGN presence ? 
[NeV] 24.3 µm 97.1 eV AGN presence 
[SIII] 18.71 µm 23.3 eV Abundance 
[NeIII] 15.56 µm 41.0 eV Excitation + [NeII] 
[Cl II] 14.37 µm 13.0 eV Star formation 
[NeV] 14.32 µm 97.1 eV AGN presence 
[NeII] 12.81 µm 21.6 eV Excitation + [NeIII] 
[SIV] 10.54 µm 34.8 eV Excitation + [NeV] 
[ArIII] 8.99 µm 27.6 eV “Ion. para. U” + [NeVI] 
[NeVI] 7.6 µm 126.2 eV AGN and ‘ion. Para U’ 
[ArII] 6.98 µm 15.7 eV Abundance 
[FeII] 5.34 µm 7.9 eV Density/SNRs 
PAH  features Throughout range Star Formation 
H2 Throughout range Star Formation 

Observational Considerations 
Instrument Modes:  
•  MRS Spectroscopy targeting regions of interest using simultaneous imaging. 
•  Large mosaic with several filters to generate multi-wavelength broad band images  

covering the entire structure, including faint merger-induced tails.  
Strategies to Consider:  
•  Bright structures could saturate the imager; this can be avoided using subarrays; they 

use increases the saturation limit by reducing the FOV. 
•  At short wavelengths (5 to about 12 µm) the MIRI background will be dominated by 

the zodiacal emission. At longer wavelengths thermal emission from the observatory 
will be the dominant term. Observers should plan for background observations. 
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